
Class Location Description Leader(s)

Babies/Toddlers Nursery Parents can expect a safe and nurturing environment for 
their babies and toddlers that is staffed by experienced and 
caring workers.

Maria Miranda

Two Year-Olds Preschool 1 Parents can expect a safe, nurturing, age-appropriate 
environment for their two-year-olds that is staffed by 
experienced and caring workers.

Anne Bunch 
Sallie Mann

Three and Four 
Year-Olds

Manger Square Through Bible stories, hands on activities, snacks and 
caring teachers, three and four-year-olds in this class 
encounter and experience God’s love together.

Bonny & Linda Brooks 
Blair Rutledge  
Bryan & Gay Miller  
Chris & Frances Phillips 

Kindergarten- 
2nd Graders  
& 3rd-5th 
Graders 

Gather in the 
sanctuary, then 
move into one 
of the Bible 
Blast rooms in 
the children’s 
wing

Through our rotation model, children experience the Bible 
in creative, meaningful, and memorable ways. Your kids 
won’t want to miss these classes!

Allison Bentley   
Gayle Smith 
Karen Boone 
Joretta Scott

Middle School & 
High School

Room N-4 These classes look at current events, pop culture, and real 
life experiences of teens through the lenses of scripture and 
faith.

Jim Andrews  
Steve Friedrich 
Mike Fields

Seekers Room S-2 This class, made up of individuals and couples mostly in 
their 20s and 30s, uses a blend of discussion-based Bible 
study and fellowship to grow together in their relationship 
with God.  

Beth Mathison  
Jorie Wright



Melting Pot Room N-3 Consisting primarily of individuals and couples in their 40s 
and 50s, this class uses an assortment of curriculum 
options and multimedia to grow in their knowledge, 
understanding, and application of faith. 

Randy Branch 
Ryan Miley

Sheltering Tree Room W-1 Individuals and couples in their mid 50s - 60s gather 
together in this class for open-minded discussions on 
scripture and life. 

Ray Robertson

Conversations Room E-1 This is our newest class, and it is focused on providing 
interesting and meaningful conversation based on the 
sermon and scripture text for worship each week. Visitors, 
new members, those who have yet to find a place to plug 
in, and adults of all ages are welcome and encouraged to 
be a part of this new small group.

Scott Bonk 
Vicki Tutterow

RSVP Room S-1 This class is made up of individuals and couples, mostly in 
their mid 60s and 70s. Caring for one another, along with 
lively discussions and teaching, are hallmarks of this class.

Bob Bentley 
Reva Rodgers 
Dick Gifford 
Jim McCoy

Omega Room E-2 This faithful group of women, mostly in their 60s - 80s, 
gathers each week for well-prepared and focused Bible 
study.

Mary Lee Spearman 
Mozelle Towe

Disciples Room N-1 This class, made up of senior adults in their 70s - 90s, is 
dedicated to thoughtful Bible study and devoted care to 
one another, the larger church family, and the community.

Libba Birmingham 
Jo Ann Branton 
Bob Hoggard 
Judy Satterfield
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